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THE QUEST FOR RENEW AL IN
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
Terry C. Hslbert
The quest for renewal rests upon two assumptions: we are not perfect, and
our world is not static. The former recognizes the fact that, fallen and finite as
we are, we may not always have made the best decisions about our philosophy of
education, our methodologies and materials, our structures, and our aseessment of
the kind and the extent of our clientele. The latter assumption recognizes that our
world is changing and that we must continue to grow and to adjust to new
situations.
But what is renewal?
or perfection. I
Renewal
rejection of that which
development--the building

Renewal is the process of restoring to freshness, vigor
in theological education does not necessarily imply a
has preceded.
The word renew suggests, rather,
of that which is better upon that which has been good.

Renewal begins with re-view. This "viewing again" does not mean that our
first view was faulty, but rather that our perspective has changed and new factors
have been introduced. In the past decade developments inside and outside the
world of theol~ic~ education have been rapid and profound. It is essential,
therefore, that we re-vit:w our concept of theological education from today's
perspective and then anticipate tomorrow's world in which our graduates will serve.
Re-view leads to refinement; it may also lead to redirection.
Accrediting agencies must take the lead in establishing standards and &etting
forth challenges which will encourage the institutions for which they are responsible
to articulate 'and implement philosophies of education which will constantly respond
to the needs of the world in which they serve. The ICAA Ma.ni/uto on the
Renewal of ' Theological . Ed•cation is a landmark document in this respect, an
expression of the highest ideals and criteria for theological education. Our taslr.
now is to show specific ways in which it must be implemented worldwide in the
context of the last decade of this century.
Accreditation implies evaluation from the outside. Perhaps we could find a
Biblical basis for this in I Corinthians 4:4 as Paul says, "I lr.now nothing against
myeelf. • The same is true for accrediting agencies themselves. We need to •get
oataide of ourselves" and ask the right questions. We need to review our
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purpoee and performance, our methods and outcomes. Theological education should
not be thought of as static or monolithic. Its basic premises must be applied 'with
a fiexibility that makes them meaningful and effective in changing times and in
differing cultures.
Since our work is never perfect and our world is never static, renewal is never
permanent. It must be a continuous process with built in check points and a
commitment to confll1Il or change as evidence indicates. In the process we must
avoid both the restlessness which demands change for the sake of change and the
traditionalism which results in stagnation. The apostle Paul's exhortation· to "stOp
being conformed to this world but to be continually transformed by the renewing of
our minds" may well be applied to theological education., The result for our
institutions will be "a testing to demonstrate the good and acceptable and perfect
will of God" (Romans 12:2 adapted). Renewal is not an event but a process; it
is a maturing which produces the fruit of excellence.
Like many commonly used terms, theological education is ofteii not clearly
defined in the minds of its users, and its meaning may vary from person to person.
However, ·Ken Mulholland captures the basic ingredients most · would accept:
"Theological Education is all of the systematic Biblical and doctrinal teaching, both
theoretical and practical, that has as its purpose the preparation of the believer,
especially the leader, for the role of a special ministry in the Church.• 2
The term "theological" ls imprecise because, used in this way, "theology"
obviously includes a numbel.' of disciplines.
Further, the phrase "theological
educationII does not indicate the purpose Of the education nor the people WhO are
being educated.
This imprecision is understandable but it has tended to blur such Biblical
concepts as "teachers equipping believers for the work of the ministry for the
purpose of building up the body of Christ" (Ephesians 4:11, 12). (Later we will
distinguish several kinds of theological education such as "Christian education• and
"ministry education.")

Mulholland's definition emphasizes the two basic elements of theological
education, knowing Biblical content and training believers to minister in the church.
As we consider renewal in theological education, we will need to consider these and
other specific dimensions implicit in the term.
L

DISTINCTJVES

or

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

Before noting ·specific indicators for renewal, we need to remind ourselves of
some fundamental differences between theological and secular education. 8 WfJ n~
to do this so that in the accrediting process we are not tempted to imitate
uncritically those patterns in secular education which are built on presuppositions
which are not necessarily· compatible with Biblical values or cultural considerations.
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Secular education prepares people to understand, relate, contribute tu. a.ud be
rewarded by their eoc:ieties.
Although ideally secular educatb11 sntHld produce
knowledgeable, competent, effective people--among them mauy Cl.iristiau.s--the
effectiven- of aecular education is increasingly being measured by the
marketability of the skills of the graduate and the financial reward theee are
presumed to guarantee.
Theological education on the other · hand involves eeveral unique
preeuppoeitiona which determine the standards by which the<>logical education must
be meUured and the kind of renewal we must seek for it.

lleepoulhilitJ to God. Theological education presuppoees a mandate from God and
primary responsibility to him. Although efrectivenees in method and outcomes are
to be valued, theological education must fll'St of all respond to the commands of
God and not the marketplace or a value system of society. Athough there is an
implicit hierarchy of authorities in the educational process, f.rOm the student to the
teacher to the administrator to the board and to the Church, all are ultimately
responaible to God himself for their decisions and actiona.
This meana that
economic or eoc:ial or, other preesures of human origin must never become the
dominant force in theological education.

Eternal .tpUlcuce.

Although we Diarvel ai the contributions which the research
and initiatives of secular education make to the quality and duration of human life,
there is an eternal significance to the contribution of persona trained for the tasks
of evangelism and edification, the "greater works" Christ predicted.
Theee
outcomes far outclass and outlast the products of the greatest scientific, literary,
and business minds in history.
Whatever the methodology, therefore, the results of our teaching, whether
This eternal dimenaion of theological
excellent or mediocre, are permanent.
education constitutes both an encouragement and a challenge for renewal.
Ablohate tntla. Theological education began with the initiative of God himself as
While
He revealed truth and provided for its communication to all peoples.
.theological education involves the. discovery of truth in Scripture and new
experiences in applying it to life and ministry, it differs from secular education in
that it begins with the .premise that propositional truth is recorded in the
Scriptures and that this truth is not to be determined but to be discovered by
man. This means that we must conatantly be alert for an overemphasis on "the
traditions of men," and guard against a modern Pharisaism which would emphasize
the theotogical accretiOns of scholars more than the Word of God itself.
Spiriiiial dyoamh:. Although many may achieve academic excellence thn>ugh skill
and derennina&ion, the Holy Spirit enables the believer to learn and live with a
dimension unknown to the unregenerate scholar. This spiritual assistance is not a
substitute for diligence but an added factor which affects the reason for and results
of learning. · While such virtues as pel'llOnal Integrity, reliability, and love for others
may be
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respected in eec:ular education, they validate true theological education.
Thue,
without spiritual formation of the student, theological education differs from secular
education mainly in subject matter.
Evaluation of spiritual outcomes in the
graduate, therefore, becomes one of the most important functions of the re-view
and renewal process.
Ceatrallty ol tM Claucla. Secular education prepares the graduate to work for
oneself or for one's country or for a corporation. Theological education, however,
prepares believers to serve the church under the authority of its Head. Whatever
their office or salary, graduates are not in business for themaelves but for the Lord.

The effectiveness of theological education, therefore, must be measured by how
well it · enhances the graduate's ability to contribute to the achievement of the
building of Christ's Church. This does not imply that the Christian who receives
eec:ular education or, for that matter, no education at all, cannot make such a
contribution. It does mean that the effectiveness of theological education muat not
be measured in terms of individual academic achievement but rather in terms of
preparation for ministry through and for the Church.

D. lO:B.CES B.EQUIJUNG RENEWAL IN THEOLOGICAL

EDUCAT~ON

Theological education does not take place in a vacuum but against the
backdrop of change which continues to increase in speed and scope. In the last
decade urbanization, economics, travel facility, eoc:ial upheavals, political
uncertainties, and medical advances have been among those forces which have
drastically impacted our world.
Theological education must take into account the real and felt needs of
people--inside ·and outside the church. In the immediate context of the church
and school, however, several primary factors challenge us to renewal in theological
education.
Impact of "con1mnerilm." (especially in the West). With reference to education
the questions, "What will it do for me?" and "Is it worthwhile?" are normal and
appropriate.
Laymen have probably always been particularly ambivalent about
theological education, desiring learned authorities to lead them in spiritual mattel'8
but also being susceptible to the suspicion that theological study and seminaries in
particular do not always relate to their everyday needs.
Since theological schools exist to serve the church, its members have the right
and responsibility to expect from theological education positive results that will
significantly edify and expand the church.
lncreued value of education.
Following World War II and the subeequent
independence movements, the perception has grown that to obtain a degree of
almost any kind is a guarantee of prestigious and well paying employment. With
many countries experiencing increasingly aevere and chronic unemployment, the
prospect of earning a degree or BOme kind of academic recognition, even in .a
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iheol.ogieal eehool, holds a special kind of hope. This need not lead us to the
conclusion thai thoee who enier theological schools do so for unworthy motives.
However, the idea generally held of the high economic and presiige value of a
degree, especially in many non-Western countries, can well spill over into the
church. A reverse thrust of this view is the reluct~ce of many extended family
members to help support a young man or woman in theological training when they
realize that this kind of education holds little hope of fmaneial advantage.

Iatenctloa briweea reddeat ud aoa-reeideat programs. Doubt should no longer
«:enter on the validity of extension training as it did when TEE appeared two
decades ago. Further, current discussion should not be limited to how extension
type training relates to the preparation of church leaders and pastors, bui expanded
rather to address the question as to how it may also be applied effectively to train
in context emerging leaders to disciple the great numbers of new believers and
untaught believers who are filling our churches. Perhaps this is one of the greatest
challenges in theological education today.
Iacreue Ill tile aamber of chvch members. In places where multitudes are coming
to Christ, structures and programs for theological education are often experiencing
great difficuliy in making productive adjustments. As noted aoove the issue is not
just how best to train church leaders but rather to make sure that the heart of the
Great Commission, "te&.ehing ihem to obey all things . . .", is carried out for all
believers. Theological ·education must also be missiological education if it is to be
true to the eommandmeni of Christ. This means making disciples who will go and
make disciples.

In theory. it is ihe graduates of our theblogical schools who should be
accomplishing the task of edifying believers and equipping them to evangelize the
lost. When the programs and practices of most churches are considered, however,
we see a lack both of spiritual. growth and enthusiasm for evangelism. What are
we doing io meet the basic needs of ihose who are coming to Christ to equip and
moiivate them for reaching others? This question constitutes a pressing challenge
for renewal in theological education.
Iacreue Ill the aamber of theological schools. A recent Ptllae iiem notes that a
theological school is born somewhere in the world every two days! 4 Established
eehools are making great strides in iheir academic programs. A decade ago they
were putiing down iheir roots, and now they are producing much fruii. As we
multiply and gain academic momentum, however, we must always ask: What is the
nature and extent of our impact? Are we responding with maximum effectiveness
to Biblical mandates and · contemporary needs? In . what ways are we growing?
What kind of fruit are we producing? Are we preparing men and women to equip
believers to build up the church through edification and evangelism?
Developmeat of accredWag ageaciel. The timely establishment of the Iniemational
Council of Accrediting Agencies testifies to ihe contribution. these strueiures are
making to excellence in theological education. If theological education holds the key
to the building of the Church, the tuk of accrediting agencies and the role of
Ouiside of North America
ICAA ID parileular are of crucial slgnlfleanee.
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non-govemmental accrediting functions were unknown in theological education as
recently as a couple of decades or so ago. This new world wide development is
now of great importance and must be used with the greatest possible effectiveness
for good.
The international character of the task, however, must always be home in
mind. Although it is natural and right that national and regional aspirations in
theological education should develop and that we should seek credibility through
accreditation, c<,>mparing ourselves with others and the competitive spirit this
generates, however, must never be our motivation for pursuing academic excellence
and the recognition of it. Accreditation must never be seen as a prize to be won
but as a part of the process by which an institution matures and becomes more
effective in achieving its objectives.
As a unique force for cohesion and continuity in the development of
theological education, accrediting agencies have the opportunity to guide theological
schools tow&rds increasingly effective and relevant contributions to the churches.
This increase in the influence of accrediting agencies demands that they become
catalysts in the renewal of theological education.

m.

AREAS

or

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION WIUCH NEED RENEWAL

Renewal in theological education at this time is not optional. A realistic look
at our training institutions, the Church, and the world around us requires that we
re-llievl' what we are doing and ask God for guidance as we' see need for
refinement and redirection.
But where should we begin? When we conduct a campus accreditation visit,
certain "soft spots" usuallx become evident. As I now look at the whole spectrum
of theological education, I have t1everal concems. Others may add to the list, and
perception of priorities will no doubt vary. But here are at least five "soft spots"
which if addressed and strengthened would greatly increase the impact of theological
education, especially in the churches where we must ultimately measure its
effectiveness.
Defiaition of purpose• . We need to sharpen the focus of our purpose, especially as
this relates to recognizing the vocational goals of our graduates. Broadly speaking,
most of them will become either "theologians" or "ministers." Lois McKinney has
explained well this distinction:
. . . ministry education ill not to be confused with
theological education. Theological education prepares
echolare who develop and extend theological disciplines.
Ministry education prepares servant-leadel'I! for the' Church.
Both ;;,eologio.ns and ministers are needed. The problem
arises when we fa.ii to distinguish between the two In the
edlll'atlon programs we develop. 5
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Parenthetically, we should note a later comment by Dr.
subject which makes application to expatriate workers.

McKinney on this

Implicit to what I have 1aid ao far is another task for
miaeio1111: We must make sure missionaries are modeling
ministry. We do not need more theologi1.1111, scholars, and
professors in Third World schools (or in North American
schools for that matter). What we need is role models for
ministry. We need men and women who are both academically
qualified and ministerially qualified. We need men and
women who are as at home planting churches in an urban slum
as they are when they are reading textbooks on
ecclesiology. 41

We should ask: Is this ideal true only for expatriates? Does it not also apply to
those who in any cultural context are preparing men and wom~n to serve?
Ii should be noted here that the configuration of personnel needs may vary
from region to region. For instance, the Church in Latin America and Africa has
many pastors but urgently needs more well trained theologians native to the area.
This kind of disparity in church leadership from place to place reminds us that the
purpose and the programs of theological education must take into aocount current
and future needs of the Church with reference to these and other ministry
functions.

While recogmzmg the value of both theological and ministerial vocations, we
must also note that they differ and that these differences must be reflected in our
educational processes. Robert Ferris reinforces McKinney's point:
Traditional, religious educators have viewed the
inatructional functions of the church in two aspects.
"Christian education" usually refers to thoee teaching
functio1111 which are directed broadly to all church
members. "Theological education,• on the other hand,
represents specillc training aimed at preparing pastors
and leaders for congreg&tional ministry. Sometimes the
distinction hu been maintained for the wrong reaaons.
When participation in ministry has been contingent bn
attainments in theological education, the expansion of .the
church hu been stifled; and distinction between clergy and
laity hu be'n heightened. There Is · no biblical
juatificant for separation of "theological education" from
"Ohriatian education" if the purpoee is to enhance a
clerical elite.
Another reaaon for distinguishing between "Christian
educaAon" and "theological education,• however, is rooted
in the nature of the Ohurch. The Ohurch is represented in
the New Testament u a ministering community. Thoee who
lead thia community are primarily responsible for nurturing
peraone under their care. Nurturing includes the teaching
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functions identified above u "Ohriatian edue&tion.• The
tuk of "theological edue&tion,• on the other hand, la to
nurture th1111e gifted leaders wbo, in turn, nurture the
church. 7

We are faced with the questions then of when, in what ways, and to what
extent should we specialize our ' t cunicula for those who will · become
theologi&DB/teachers and those who will become pastors and other kinds of leaders.
Further, we may not know early in their educational sequences or for that matter,
until after they have graduated, who will follow one path and who will follow the
other. Even if we did know, in what ways would this affect the curricula they
.would follow? Put still another way, should future theology professors minimize or
bypass ministry preparation and experience? If so, how, would that affect the
content and method of their teaching? What effect' would this kind of role model
have on students who are preparing for local church ministry? Or should future
pastors bypass serious study of Biblical doctrines and the dev~loping of exegetic&!
skills? What effect would this have on their ability to "feed the flock" and to
teach that flock to feed themselves and others?
As we seek to refine our definition of purpose, we will need to avoid two
extremes: (1) Making no distinction in our educational processes between future
theologi&DB (teachers, scholars, researchers, Writers) and "ministers"; and (2)
Making . the distinction in our curricula too early and too completely.
As we seek to refine the definition of our purpose, then, we must remember
that the minister needs to know both Bible and doctrine; and the theologian needs
to know the church. Both need spiritual maturing: growth in holy living and in
the practice and power of prayer, involvement in evangelism, and the development
of those qualities and that conduct which characterize servant-leaders.

ldeatlllcatioa of clieatele. We often say that we are training "church leaders." We
need to think more precisely about this concept, however, because it is easy to
communicate too much or too little by the word •leader." Two terms need
clarification:
Claurcls LcadeT: What do we mean when we say we are
training "church leaders"? Do we mean pastors or other
recognized off'tcers in a local church or denomination?
Should we include personnel in parachurch organizations
where many of our graduates are finding fruitful
ministries? Are "church leaders" only paid pastors, or
male, or •preachers"? Do we realistically take into
account the variety of roles and responsibilities and the
gifts and skills which God uaes to build and extend his
Church?
Further, what about Bible taught •Iay people,• the
spiritually mature penetrators of the worlds of education,
commerce, and government? Do we have a responsibility to
prepan1 them for these and other kinds of non-
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ecclesiastical roles or at least to train their church
leaders to prepare them.

Leader: What do we mean by "leader"?

Does a
theological degree make a person a leader? Do we promise
too much when we imply that our graduates will
automatically become officers in God's army when many have
never been NCO's? In seeking stature and students for our
seminaries, do we imply that completion of a program will
insure a special status in the Body of Christ?

A sharpe~ingf our focus with regard to our product reflected in how we
advertise our sc
Is, how we admit our applicants, and how we adjust our
curricula may
an important step in discouraging elitism and, on the other hand,
encouraging the development of a broad spectrum of suitably prepared, productive
members of a Body of Christ--true servant-leaders.

Relatiouhip with churches.
The structure and content of much theological
education probably reflects more the interests of academia than the concerns of the
The cry is all too familiar, "They never told me about this in
churches.
seminary!" (Faculty may respond that often the "telling" was more effective than
the "hearing").
While we would expect that denominationally-related schools would be more
responsive to the priofities of local church needs, such is not always the case. 8
We find this gap between t:..e content and structure of pastoral training and the
requirements of the ministry itself in the contexts of both denominational and
independent churches.
This is an area where accrediting agencies have the
opportunity to exercise strong leadership to assure that theological schools are
responsive to the churches and that graduates of our theological schools are ready
for ministry, whether in the role of theologian-teacher or leader and equipper of a
local congregation.

Contextualization. Contextualization of theological education involves both content
(e.g.
"developing ethnic theologies") and application
(e.g.
"dealing with the
implications of theology for local issues and needs").
Theological education must be contextualized, however, not only in terms of
relating it to the cultural and religious context in which graduates will minister!
but also in terms of the kind of content they learn and the kinds of competencies
they develop. Larry Sharp makes this point forcefully:
Our Western theology \e abstract, intellectual, and
propositiona.I. And we tend to tea.eh the same way on the
mi.eeion field. Alien practices like this must end, since
they stress theology without soda.I rea.lity.
On the other hand, eva.ngelica.ls must not swing to the
"obedience-before-fa.ith" theology either. Rather, we must
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eva)ua.te how our high-level theologica) educa.tion rela.tes
to the realities of living. The pastors we tn.in muat be
able to communicate with fa.rmers, ltus drivers a.nd peasa.nts.
When a ma.n is unemployed, hia son on drugs, or his wife
unfaithful a.nd he ca.n 't cope, he do~n 't wa.nt to hea.r a.bout
Buth or Bultma.nn or eechatologica.I truth. He needs a.n
understa.nding person who ca.n relate biblical truth to hia
need. 9

Nunez adds:
. . . in Latin America we
leaders capable of carrying
rooted deeply in the Word
their own culture; leaders
10
context .

are far behind in training
out contextualization; leaders
of God and fully identified with
who know the text and the

The roots of our systematic theology go back to Europe, but the future of
much theological thinking and education lies in the Third World. The relevance of
"Western theology" is increasingly in question. Study in Western· seminaries or
under Western trained faculty serving overseas often raises the fear that the
graduates will not be able to minister effectively in their own cultures.
From an African perspective Tony Wilmot pleads for balance:
Accrediting authfrities will need a.II the help we can
give them to insure that, on the one hand, they do not
rigidly cling to curricular traditions in such a wa.y as to
enforce irrelevance and stifle the right kind of
contextualization, and, on the other hand, they do not
allow "contextualization" to be used as an excuse for
dropping difficult studies without a persuasive argument
thac such studies are generally irrelevant in the context
served by the school in question. We are concerned to
provoke some reader of this article to contrib11te to the
task of developing a balanced set of priorities for
theological education in Africa which can be sustained on
grounds of relevance to the African context or to the
mission&ry context in which the growing African Church must
increasingly serve. 11

Wh~-to

establish academic credibility or to perpetuate Western precedence,
we often tend to give more attention to the theological debates of centuries past
than to the inductive study of doctrines explicitly recorded in the Scriptures.
(Might some of the former parallel what Paul called "endless genealogies"?) We
also tend to give more attention to. preparing students for the traditional duties of
the "senior pastor" than io training them to be competent in evangelism, discipling,
and the "equipping of the saints for the work of the ministry for the building up of
the Body of · Christ."
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A word of caution is needed concerning shaping our curricula and coUl'9S by
a strictly local mold. . In a world in which countries are becoming inaeuingly
interdependent, ethnocentrism in terme of cultural pride and exclueivism. ean be
detrimental to theological educaUon. While by definition contextualization involves
relevancy to one's own cultural se~ting, we h&ve much to learn from each other,
especially iii. the Body of Christ
We eaw this principle demonetrated in Church Growth Worbhops which were
held in over 60 countries. Virgil Gerber led moet of the two or three member
teams which differed from country to country.
Conditione, cultures, and
church/mission participants varied greatly. The general purpoee, structure, content,
and method, and even the outcomes, were remarkably conetant, however. In each
case people in one work.shop learned much from the idm and experiences of thoee
in previoue workshops even though they differed greatly in culture and church
parallel should be sought in theological education. The
structures. Perhaps
ICAA and the Theological New have high potential for thie kind of networking.

a

Spirliaal formatioa. We now have computers which can receive, process, store, .and
Graduates of our theological
deliver information--all at the touch of a key.
schoole must do mo~ than these functions; or the computer, Time'a "man of the
year• a few years &go, could become the putor of the future! Although the
parallel is ludicrous, it reminds us of the fact that our graduates need to be able to
do more than passively collect and casually dispenee information on command.
They muet be living, active pel'llOnal demonstratione of the Biblical doctrines they
have learned, .capable of· insights and initiatives.

In a recent meeting ·~f the deans of thirteen leading evangelical seminaries in
the United States, the su6ject which elicited the greatest concern and lengthiest
discussion was the quality of the spiritual life of our students and ways in which
we could help them grow. If the testimony of these deans and the spiritual quality
of many churches indicates a •soft sport• in this area, thie concern must be given
high priority as we think .about renewal in theological education.
When Jesus commanded us to "make disciples," He introduced a spiritual
dimension to learning. In his day many disciples followed many teachers. But the
word "di11eiple" came to be used in a special sense for thoee who reflected the
character of their Teacher to the extent that the pagans at Antioch coined new
word for them, "Christians."

a

If we can assume that theological education rests on Christ's command,
"teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you . . .•, we
must take very seriously the continued spiritual growth of both the teacher and the
student. The importance of this relationship is noted by Ferris:
Often it ie not our content which le problem&tic, but the
proc- we employ u we work tow&rd lb- end.. Deeplte
McLubu'a reminder th&t •the medium it the m__,e,• we
h&ve too often focuaed only on the content of tr&inlng.
While te&cblng truth with our llpe, we fruaU&le our larger
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pal. by the way we relate to our 1tudenta. 12

The eelection of godly faculty and the monitoring of their spiritual development and
their impact on students must take precedence over any kind of academic criteria if
theological education is to differ from that which is secular. The kind of faculty
that we employ and the spiritual standardti we maintain for them will largely
determine the kind of pel'llOn we graduate. Is there not a correlation between how
well we have implemented this principle in our seminaries and the present level of
spirituality in our churches?
Several New Testament words suggest facets of this spiritual dimension of the
teaching ministry. Didaaio emphasizes the communicating of truth with authority
and with impact on the learner. Mathete1'o emphasizes the relationship between the
teacher and the student, especially in terms of how the latter reflects his values
and conduct. Katartizo means to •prepare, make complete, capable, competent to
meet all demands• (2 Corinthians 13:9/2 Timothy 3:17). Oikodomeo emphasizes
community, the building up of the church through edifICation and evangelism
(Ephesians 4:12) .
It involves encouragement and the application of the Word
among believers --the common life experienced by the parts of an organism.
Three of these words are interrelated in Luke 6:40: 8 The disciple (mathetes)
is not greater than his teacher (didGSkalon), but when he is fully prepared
(katertiamenos) he will be like his teacher (didGSkolos). w
The extent to which our faculty model these ingredients and thus impact
positively and strongly the spiritual lives of their students will also strongly affect
the quality and results of their future ministries.
Although spiritual formation is usually included in Christian accreditation
standards, it is not always evaluated or emphasized as realistically as other criteria.
Should deficiency here be outweighed by faculty credentials and curricular
completeness? Should an institution be accredited if there is a marked lack of
achievement in this area?

IV. USOU:RCES roll RENEWAL IN THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
Emplauis on competeacy-bued leanaing.
The importance of competency in
ministry--the ability to feed and tend the flock and to make disciples who can
make disciples--can hardly be overestimated, but in some theological schools it is
neither emphasized nor evaluated.
In many situations academic excellence is
measured mainly by the nature of the process, not by the quality of the product.
But ·if the purpose of theological education is to prepare for ministry--academically
or local .church oriented--then our criterion of excellence must be the extent to
which the graduate is ready (and shows potential for continued development) for
functioning effectively in that ministry.
In theological education then the end does not justify the means; the end
must determine the means.
For instance, in its curriculum evaluation Western
Conservative Baptist Seminary (Portland, Oregon, USA) has established
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"competency-based learning• as its controlling criterion in determining curriculum.
The right educational process must be determined then, not by arbitrary or
antiquated presuppositions, but by its effectiveness in producing the desired result.
This concern has been emphasized by the (North American based) Association of
Theological Schools in its Readiness For Ministry program which measures the
stud~nt on admission and continues to monitor his or her progress throughout the
program.
This kind of concern should put pressure on curricula and courses to achieve
(or perhaps modify) stated objectives.
It also invol~es realistic, evaluated
experience as part of the education process.
Deceatralbatioa of leanaing through aew dellvery systems.
Audio and vid'eo
recording and playback facility, computers with capacity for desk top publishing,
travel facility, and satellite communication have changed the potential pattern of
education in ways we never dreamed of when our accrediting agencies were born.
If TEE jarred the educational world twenty years ago, what wi11 be the impact of
current and future technology? The answer will be determined as with TEE by
whether we see these developments as threats or as great new resources which can
make possible quantum leaps in the efficiency and breadth of theological education.
We must avoid two &1"tremes: resisting applications of new technology and ·
delivery systems fo theological education and relying on them to the extent that we
erode the discipling dimension of the faculty-student relationship.
The challenge for involving these resources in renewal is not just to seek ways
to make use of them. We need rather to envision ways to integrate them into the
whole web of learning experiences. New delivery systems should not be viewed as
competitors but rather as complements of the more famililp' ones. The world of
theological education can become a whole worldwide network of interrelated
resources. For instance, by video tape, case studies from a variety of cultural
contexts can be brought into the classroom, and courses can be taken to local
groups who could never come to the campus.
As we seek renewal in theological education, we need to do more than review
our achievements; we need to create new kinds of learning opportunities in which
schools and churches worldwide can contribute to each other in practical and
unprecedented ways.
Iaflaence of accredliailon agencies. Although accrediting agencies seek to insure
that candidate schools are true to their mission statements and achieve their stated
objectives, they are by no means limited to a passive role in theological educatton.
They have the opportunity and responsibility not just to monitor but to motivate.
They have the credibility and authority to make good things happen.
As ICAA is proving by this consultation, accrediting agencies, as they remain
sensitive to the needs of the churches and remain true to biblical principles,
coD11titute a key l'ellOUrce for renewal in theological education. They are more than
caretakers of academic mores; they are visionaries peering over the horizon. They
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are catalysts bringing together the old and the new io make crucial contributions io
the life of the churches.
Accrediting agencies serve the schools which serve the churches. Tp serve
well is to ensure the success of those served. It iS not too much to say that as
accrediting agencies go, so go the schools; and as the schools go, so go the
ch\ll'Ches.
V. THE URGENCY FOB. RENEWAL

As we have noted some of the contemporary pressures in theological
education, we conclude that renewal is not optional. We must further understand
that it is urgent.
At least four conditions challenge us to undertake renewal
seriously and quickly.
Ou world ill clwagiRg. As ToOer predicted, the rate and extent of change is
accelerating at an increasing pace. As we look at the students in our clusroolllli,
we realize that they have come from worlds very different .from ours. They are
seeking answers to new questions and will have to address new conditions. They
will be using new technology and techniques, and they will be wrestling with
theological and ethical issues that were beyond our horizons.
One of the most important factors in their ministry will be the interaction
among various configurations of the church-- church/mission relations,
church/parachnrch relations, 8880Ciations of churches and lllillsions, and the
implications of interdating among believers from different culiures and economic
backgrounds. They will .live their lives and do their work in the atmosphere of
AIDS, economic . uncertainties and catastrophes, the threat of nuclear war, the
inereaae of violence, and the constant poesibility of devastating political realignments
both internationally and in their own communities..
As we reflect on our faculties and the nature of their training, the curricula
and textbooks we use, and the way we teach, we must ask the questions: Are we
doing the right things in the right ways to produce the right products NOW? Will
our graduates know more than what theologians have been saying to each other for
two millennia? Will they know what God .is saying to their people in their world?
Will they be able to bring their people into a growing, family relatiooship with
God? Will they be motivated to reach out to those who have never heard of him?

With a few exceptions there is often little relati~ip
between the extent of t.he pastor's theological training and the effectiveness of his
ministry as refiected in the spiritual quality of the · lives of his people. Of coune
we must take into account the resisting work of Satan and remember that even
Paul's parishioners, notably at Corinth, did not always benefit from hill min.iltry.
And the Apostle John lamented that some "went out from us, for they weft not of

Oar cl11m:laes are wed.

WI."
Even 80, we must ask: How effective are our graduates in modeling and
communicating the teachings of Scripture? What have we really taught themT
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What have we prepared them to do? ~ there a gap between the kinds of facts
and skills they learned and the kind of ministry they are expected to perform? Is
the product they produce in their churches and communities a wieful measurement
of the kind of product we have produced in our theological schoo1s?
These questions must be asked becaUBe throughout the world immorality,
greed, spiritism, coldness, strife, and defection to non-:-Christian religions are evident
among believers to an unprecedented extent. The predictions of the Apostle (1
Timothy 3) are being fulfilled with awful accuracy.
These questions must have better answers than we have given in the past.
Their seriousness challenges us to urgency.
Our tuk. II not getting doae. Over three billion people in the world have yet to
hear of Jesus Christ. With few exceptions there is little evidence that theological
education is producing a measurable impact in tel'ID8 of evangelism. Again we
must ask the hard questions: How effective are our graduates in bringing people to
Jesus Christ? Are they equipped and motivated to lead others in this? Is Cl'Ollll
cultural evangelism one of their main concerns?

In many cases this is so. All of us could point to outstanding examples of
men and women who have gone through our programs and who are being greatly
used of God in this way. But as we reflect on our faculties, our curricula, and our
courses, and on the experience these students had with us, are we assured that we
have sent them out to win people to Jesus Christ?
Our faitla II bebag cbaBeaged. Through the resurgence of old religions and the
never ending concoction of new ones, through direct intervention by Satan in the
spirit world, imd\ through erosion by liberal theologians, God and his Word are
Our graduates are not going onto a beach but a
under increasing attack.
battlefield. Are we training them to handle the Word as an offensive sword or as
a relic to be discussed and admired? With the global aggressive thrust of Islam,
the distortions of Communism, the cynicism of unbelief, and the intimidation of
Satan through fear and confusion, we must consider whether our graduates should
be more soldiers and perhaps less scholars in the classical sense. This is not to
suggest that they pursue anything less than excellence in their study. It does
affirm, however, that we need always to keep in mind the fact that they are going
into battle and that we are military academies preparing them for the conflict. We
must also remember that our ultimate objective is not to produce soldiers hut to
"win the war."
CONCLUSION

Theological education may well be the single most important issue in the
church today. It is time for renewal in theological education, not a rejection of the
past or a retreat from academic excellence, but a re-viewing of who we are and
what we are doing and why. It is more fundamental than strategizing to •raise
academic standards." It is the challenge to take the lead in the most basic area of
church life, learning about God and his ways and teaching others to teach others.
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As Paul challenged Timothy: •The things which you have heard from me in the
preeence of many witnesses, these entrust to faithful men, who will be able to teach
(2 Timothy 2:2).
It is a task that the members of ICAA are
others also"
uniquely positioned to under take. It is a task I am confident the ICAA will
undertake and in which it will, by God's grace and power, succeed.
A paper presented to the ICAA Consultatjon on Accreditation Unter Weissech im
Tai, West Germany, June 23-27, 1987.
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